INTRODUCTION

The construct of corporate reputation has gained a wide interest from theory as well as practice. The formation and management of good corporate reputation have become one of the most important tendencies in the management of organizations. Now in addition, rural businesses are coming to realize that they have much to learn in this area and that corporate reputation as a management technique is particularly appealing in the rural sector. Since corporate reputation formation and management of the rural businesses is quite a new topic, this sector lacks knowledge and tools how to build and manage good corporate reputation. Consequently, the question is not whether rural businesses should apply corporate reputation management but how, as certain corporate reputation management tools might not apply to rural businesses.

This paper focuses on dimensions and attributes of building and managing good corporate reputation in the context of rural businesses. The purpose of this research is to answer the question how to build and manage good corporate reputation of rural businesses.

The object of the research is corporate reputation formation and management in the context of rural businesses.

The aim of this research is to determine dimensions and attributes for building and managing good corporate reputation of rural businesses.

The objectives of the paper are as follows: to analyze theoretical conceptualization of corporate reputation, its formation and management; to identify dimensions and attributes for building and managing good corporate reputation; to determine corporate reputation dimensions and attributes of rural businesses using focus group discussion method.

The paper consists of both theoretical and empirical analysis. The research methods used in the article include logical analysis, generalization and interpretation of scientific and practical literature. After the presentation of theoretical insights, research methodology is outlined, following with research findings. Finally, conclusions are stated.

The introduction of corporate reputation concept dates back to 1997 with the foundation of Reputation Institute (RI) and scholarly journal Corporate Reputation Review devoted solely to the topic. The founders of the institute and the journal, Charles J. Fombrun and Cees B.M. van Riel, are considered the key and most influential scholars in this topic. Since the establishment of RI and the first issue of the journal there is a great intensification of articles devoted entirely to the concept of corporate reputation.

Despite the broad interest among academics and practitioners in corporate reputation, there is a big confusion in the topic. Until now scholars and practitioners still argue on the definition of corporate reputation and the main components included in corporate reputation formation and management. Burke, Dowling, Wei (2018) believe that due to the fact that corporate reputation concept has been studied from various academic disciplines and stakeholder perspectives, there are many definitions in use. Pires, Trez (2018) agree that corporate reputation embraces a complex concept, with a diversity of definitions in the literature and this variety of concepts makes it
difficult to adopt one definition and one method to measure the construct.

Dowling (2016) defines corporate reputation as an individual’s overall evaluation of a company. Caruana, Cohen, Krentler (2006) suggest that corporate reputation is similar to an attitude and is based on the company’s key attributes, performance and behavior. Fong (2013) states that corporate reputation can be defined as the assessment of the firm’s ability to create value and to meet consumer expectations in relation to given attributes. Similarly, Walsh, Beatty (2007) defines corporate reputation as customers’ overall evaluation of the firm, according to their reactions to the firm’s offerings and communications, as well as their interactions with it. Barnett, Leih (2018) suggest that corporate reputation at any point in time is understood and measured as an average, perhaps weighted, of what various constituencies think of the firm.

Scientific and practical literature provides a broad range of positive outcomes that good corporate reputation generates for organizations. Burke, Dowling, Wei (2018) believe that good corporate reputation acts as a signal of quality and a performance bond to internal stakeholders such as employees and external stakeholders such as customers. Because companies are expected to live up to their reputations, they generally endeavour to maintain or enhance stakeholder evaluations. Rindova, Martins (2012) supplement that from a strategic perspective, corporate reputation, has many of the attributes of an intangible asset because it is difficult for rivals to imitate, acquire or substitute, and can offer opportunities to gain a competitive advantage. It is possible to state that rural businesses having good corporate reputation might expect better organization performance, higher prices of products, higher customer attraction, bigger profits, higher market value, organizational appeal, customer/ employee satisfaction and many other important benefits.

In the academic literature, there is a number of contributions devoted to how organizations should build and manage their corporate reputation (e.g. Wiedmann & Buxel, 2005). The most commonly accepted view to the management of corporate reputation is that corporate reputation is created and managed by the actions undertaken within corporate identity and transmitted through corporate communications. It creates an image in the stakeholders’ mind and in a longer perspective – a reputation (Gray & Balmer, 1998; Rindova, 1997). Gray, Balmer (1998) indicate that a favourable corporate reputation requires more than just effective communication effort; it requires a meritorious identity that can only be moulded through consistent performance, usually over many years. A coordinated communication programme can, however, reinforce and promote a positive reputation.

Building and managing good corporate reputation of rural businesses is of big importance as well because as Burke, Dowling, Wei (2018) argues a good (or poor) corporate reputation can enhance (decrease) the likelihood that a particular product will be chosen over competing products. According to authors, the primary mechanism by which this can happen is a halo effect whereby the overall evaluation of the company influences evaluations of the product’s features in a way that is consistent with this overall evaluation. Arslanagic-Kalajdzic, Zabkar (2017) and Helm (2013) argue that good corporate reputation may increase customers’ value perceptions because good corporate reputation represents a quality signal that reduces customers’ search costs as well as the resources (time, effort, money) needed to supervise the relationship and ensure that organization does not engage in opportunistic behavior.

However, Cintamür, Yüksel (2018) prove that since corporate reputation is an issue and a stakeholder-specific phenomenon, different stakeholder groups may have different evaluations of corporate reputation and each stakeholder group’s reputation may have different dimensions. Therefore, according to the authors it is possible to argue that dimensions of corporate reputation might vary among different industries and stakeholder groups and so should be measured in terms of a single industry and stakeholder group. It means that not only they believe that the dimensions and attributions of corporate reputation might vary from one industry to another, but it might also vary among stakeholder groups as well. That is why it is possible to state that corporate reputation should be treated in terms of specific industries meaning corporate reputation of rural businesses might demonstrate specifics compared to other industries.

Materials and Methods

To achieve the aim of the paper this research adopts analysis and synthesis of scientific and practical literature in the field of corporate reputation management. In order to determine dimensions and attributes for building good corporate reputation, general scientific research methods were applied as well – systematic analysis, evaluation, generalization, comparison and abstraction. To identify dimensions and attributes of good corporate reputation for rural businesses, qualitative research method – focus group discussion – was applied.

Focus group discussion was organized with heterogenous participants. Representatives of 7 different stakeholder groups were invited to participate in the focus group discussion. Focus group discussion involved one representative from each rural businesses’ stakeholder groups: one customer,
one employee, one supplier, one business owner, one media representative, one local community member, and one expert in the field. Data from focus group discussion were analysed in a generalized mode, without taking into account neither represented stakeholder group nor demographic data.

A questionnaire was prepared for the focus group discussion. The questionnaire consisted of 23 closed questions provided in a form of statement. Before distributing the questionnaire, participants of focus group discussion were introduced with the aim of the discussion, its logic and expected result. Participants were also introduced with the rules of the discussion and were asked to introduce themselves to each other. The aim of the focus group discussion was to identify dimensions and attributes for building and managing good corporate reputation of rural businesses. Focus group discussion with the elements of semi-structured interviews was organized in February, 2019. The duration of focus group discussion was 1 h 30 min.

Participants of focus group were asked to evaluate each closed question-statement using the Likert scale. Likert scale consisted of 5 meanings, were 5 had a meaning of absolutely agree, 4 – agree, 3 – neither agree, nor disagree, 2 – disagree, 1 – absolutely disagree. Questions-statements representing attributes of corporate reputation were provided for the evaluation by structuring them according to the dimensions of corporate reputation. While filling in the questionnaire participants of focus group were allowed to ask questions to the moderator of focus group. This allowed collecting reliable data as participants were provided with the clear meaning of the statements provided in the questionnaire. After filling in the questionnaire, members of focus group discussion were also asked to provide their insights on every dimension and attribute of corporate reputation provided in the questionnaire.

Based on the participants’ answers average meanings of each corporate reputation attribute were calculated. Such calculation of data resulted that those attributes that were as close as possible to the average meaning of 5 would be considered as very important corporate reputation attribute for building corporate reputation of rural businesses. Average meanings between 3.5-4.4 were considered as important attributes for building good corporate reputation of rural businesses. And average meanings between 2.5-3.4 were considered as having average importance. Lower average meanings were not identified during this research proving the reliability of the RepTrak tool that was used as a basis for this research.

The logic of this research was constructed based on the logic of testing validity of Reputation Quotient (Gardberg, 2006; Groenland, 2002) and corporate reputation measurement method constructed by Helm (2005). Since worldwide acknowledged corporate reputation management and measurement tools of RepTrak and Reputation Quotient were constructed using such logic, this research considers the selected method of research to provide reliable results. Research results collected during the focus group discussion with representatives of different stakeholder groups of rural businesses allows to identify what dimensions and attributes are used for building good corporate reputation of rural businesses.

Results and Discussion

In the scientific and practical literature most widely accepted views towards management and measurement of corporate reputation are based on social expectations. It is considered that social expectations reflect expectations of stakeholder groups towards the behavior of an organization and this describes its corporate reputation. In the last decade RepTrak became the most widely acknowledged and most widely used tool for the measurement and management of corporate reputation.

RepTrak tool was created by Reputation institute in 2006 and can be used for the measurement and management of corporate reputation. Van Riel, Fombrun (2008) indicates that RepTrak method is the first standardized and complex method that can be used at the international level for opinion measurement of various stakeholder groups. Vivader-Cohen (2007) states that RepTrak method is also used by the magazine 'Forbes' for annual World’s most reputable companies rankings. RepTrak method is created in order to provide organizations with standardized framework for the identification of dimensions and attributes based on which corporate reputation is formed and managed (Reputation Institute, 2009).

RepTrak tool distinguishes 23 attributes grouped to 7 dimensions that are substantiated as valid criteria for the determination of stakeholder groups’ support to the organization (Reputation Institute, 2009; Reputation Institute, 2018; Reputation Institute, 2019).

Exclusive attention in the RepTrak tool is given to ‘RepTrak Pulse’ tool that reflects the emotional connection of stakeholder groups towards an organization. ‘RepTrak Pulse’ tool provides 4 dimensions – Esteem, Admire, Trust and Feeling – that determine emotions of stakeholder groups and allow getting insights on the emotional attitude of stakeholder groups towards an organization. This can be considered as the emotional aspects of corporate reputation. This is justified by the fact that Reputation Institute (2019) defines it as the FEEL aspect of corporate reputation.

Scientists and practitioners from Reputation Institute that created RepTrak tool believe that corporate reputation can be managed through the
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management of 7 very important dimensions of an organization. These 7 dimensions are internationally tested and proved to be the main aspects for building good corporate reputation. As Reputation Institute (2019) states, these 7 dimensions of RepTrak tool represent cognitive representation of stakeholder groups towards organizations. Reputation Institute (2019) defines it as the THINK aspect of corporate reputation.

A fundamental advantage of RepTrak tool is considered the fact that corporate reputation dimensions (van Riel, Fombrun, 2008) and indicators that constitute them (Reputation Institute, 2009) statistically do not depend on each other. Another key advantage of RepTrak tool is that all corporate reputation measurements are comparable between operating fields, countries and in time (Reputation Institute, 2009). As Reputation Institute (2019) indicates they measure 7600 companies per year, across 50 countries and 20+ different industries. They help organizations answer three key questions: (1) What is my reputation and how does it compare?; (2) How can I improve and protect my reputation?; (3) What is the business impact of better managing my reputation?

While RepTrak tool has been used internationally across 50 countries and in 20+ different industries this tool can be definitely considered as the most standardized tool for the management and measurement of corporate reputation of the companies from different industries. This leads to the logical assumptions that RepTrak tool might be the right and useful tool while building and managing good corporate reputation of rural businesses.

Cognitive consideration of various stakeholder groups in a form of perceptions and attitude is constructed towards 7 corporate reputation dimensions: Products & Services, Innovation, Workplace, Governance, Citizenship, Leadership and Performance. Each corporate reputation dimension constitutes of 3-4 attributes. Reputation Institute (2019), Van Riel, Fombrun (2008) and others grouped 23 attributes of corporate reputation around 7 dimensions that can be considered as the main aspects of corporate reputation management at organizations from any industry, including – rural. For this reason, author of this paper believes that below listed 7 corporate reputation dimensions and 23 corporate reputation attributes might be the right dimensions and attributes for building and managing good corporate reputation of rural businesses:

1. Products/ services: High quality; Good value; Stands behind, Meets needs.
2. Innovation: Innovative; First to market; Adopts quickly.
3. Workplace: Rewards fairly; Equal opportunity; Employee concern.
4. Governance: Fair in business; Behaves ethically; Open and transparent.
5. Citizenship: Societal influence; Supports causes; Protects environment.
6. Leadership: Well-organized; Strong leader; Excellent management; Clear vision.
7. Performance: Growth prospects; Profitable company; Financial results.

According to Reputation Institute (2019) perceptions of all 23 corporate reputation attributes grouped to 7 dimensions provide main corporate reputation outcomes that can be defined as behavioural intentions. It means that by building good corporate reputation based on the 23 corporate reputation attributes grouped to 7 dimensions companies, including rural businesses, can expect the following corporate reputation outcomes from their stakeholder groups: Purchase; Advocate for; Accept; Defend, Work for, Invest in. Reputation Institute (2019) determines the main KPIs for tracking the above-mentioned corporate reputation outcomes: Track of Sales, Loyalty, Profitability, Licence to operate and, Market value.

Researches conducted by Reputation Institute in the last 3 years (Reputation Institute, 2017; 2018; 2019) distinguishes the main global drivers of corporate reputation (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drivers of corporate reputation</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Products/ Services</td>
<td>24.4%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reputation Institute (2019) proves that delivering on the dimensions of good Governance and Citizenship and, Products/Services is highly important while striving to build good corporate reputation. Data from researches conducted by Reputation Institute in the last 3 years (Reputation Institute, 2017; 2018; 2019) shows that the main driver of corporate reputation is Products/Services with the weight of 24.4% and its importance for building good corporate reputation is growing significantly each year.

Another very important driver of good corporate reputation that organizations must focus on is Governance described by such attributes as: Fair in business; Behaves ethically; Open and transparent. This dimension of corporate reputation constitutes 15.7% of overall reputation of an organization and its importance for building good corporate reputation has been also growing during the recent years. Citizenship described by such attributes as Societal influence; Supports causes; Protects environment is the third most important dimension for building good corporate reputation. Its importance is slightly decreasing in recent years and constitutes 13.9% of the total reputation in 2019.

Less important dimensions for building good corporate reputation would be Workplace (9.7%), Innovation (11.4%), Performance (12.1%) and Leadership (12.8%). Workplace described by such attributes as: Rewards fairly; Equal opportunity; Employee concern, is the least important dimension for building good corporate reputation between various stakeholder groups. However, when taking into account attitude of the employees’, the position of this dimension would move from the bottom to the top.

Reputation Institute (2019) argues that corporate reputation dimensions can be divided into enterprise dimensions and product related dimensions. Dimensions of Products/Services and Innovation are considered as Product related dimensions. The rest of RepTrak dimensions (Performance, Leadership, Citizenship and Governance) are considered as Enterprise dimensions. Research made by Reputation Institute (2019) shows that enterprise dimensions are of growing importance – while importance of product related dimensions is declining. In 2019, perceptions of enterprise – who you are – drives two thirds of corporate reputation vs. what you sell which accounts for only one third. However, when company is selecting dimensions and attributes for corporate reputation management dimension of Products/Services would be considered as the most important for its stakeholder groups.

Since the aim of this paper is to distinguish dimensions and attributes that build good corporate reputation of rural businesses, the focus group discussion with the main stakeholder groups of rural companies has been organized. The focus group discussion with 7 participants representing different stakeholder groups has been carried out in order to evaluate which corporate reputation dimensions and attributes from the RepTrak tool are important while building good corporate reputation of rural businesses. Participants of focus group with the use of questionnaire were asked to evaluate the importance of each corporate reputation attribute for building good corporate reputation of rural business from the point of view of the representing stakeholder group: a customer, employee, supplier, owner, media, local community, expert. Participants of focus group were asked to evaluate the importance of 23 corporate reputation attributes grouped by 7 dimensions. After the evaluation each attribute and dimension of corporate reputation was discussed with participants of focus group by asking them to provide their opinion on why they think each corporate reputation attribute is important while building corporate reputation of rural businesses from their point of view of a represented stakeholder group.

Statements representing each corporate reputation attribute that were provided for the evaluation during the focus group discussion are listed in Table 2. This table also summarizes the results from focus group discussion providing main conclusions and evaluations from representatives of rural businesses’ stakeholder groups. Results provided in Table 2 shows the average meanings of each evaluated attribute from the filled in questionnaires and commonly agreed evaluation from all 7 focus group participants.

Results from focus group discussion prove that dimensions and attributes distinguished in RepTrak tool provide a basis for building and managing good corporate reputation of rural businesses. Participants of focus group representing 7 distinct stakeholder groups agreed that all attributes provided for evaluation are very important and important aspects while forming their attitude towards rural business. Attributes evaluated as most important attributes of rural businesses’ corporate reputation constitute the same three dimensions of Products/Services, Governance and Citizenship that researches by Reputation Institute proved as main drivers of corporate reputation globally.

Research proves that the most important attributes that build corporate reputation of rural businesses are High quality and Meets needs, each having the average of 4.9 points and representing the Products/services dimension. Other attributes – Good value (Products/services dimension), Open and transparent (Governance dimension) with the average of 4.8 points were evaluated as very important attributes while building and managing corporate reputation of rural businesses as well. Attributes like Fair in
business (Governance dimension), Supports causes (Citizenship dimension), Protects environment (Citizenship) and Well-organized (Leadership dimension are also considered as very important attributes of rural businesses’ corporate reputation with an average of 4.7 points.

Attributes that participants of focus group considered as of average importance are Clear vision (Leadership dimension) with the average of 3.1 points, Equal opportunity (Workplace dimension) with the average of 3.2 points and First to market (Innovation dimension) with the average of 3.3 points.

Results from the focus group discussion generate the need for further research on corporate reputation management in the rural context. Deeper quantitative analysis of different stakeholder groups opinion helping to determine the weights of rural businesses’ corporate reputation attributes and dimensions would help to provide a better tool for building and managing corporate reputation of rural businesses.

**Conclusions**

Based on the analysis of scientific and practical literature it is possible to conclude that there are many definitions of corporate reputation in use. However, many authors define corporate reputation as a perception and/or attitudinal construct.

Scientific and practical literature provides a broad range of positive outcomes that good corporate reputation generates for organizations. Hence, good corporate reputation creates trust between different stakeholder groups and can be considered as a strong competitive advantage.

During the research it was distinguished that it is important to build and manage good corporate reputation of rural businesses. However, dimensions and attributes of rural businesses’ corporate reputation might demonstrate specifics compared to other industries. The focus group discussion with representatives from different stakeholder groups of rural businesses prove that the most important attributes that build corporate reputation of rural businesses are High quality and Meets needs linked to the Products/Services dimension. Other attributes – Good value (Products/Services dimension), Open and transparent (Governance dimension), Fair in business (Governance dimension), Supports causes (Citizenship dimension), Protects environment.
(Citizenship) and Well-organized (Leadership dimension) should be considered as very important attributes while building and managing corporate reputation of rural businesses as well. Even though, attributes - Clear vision (Leadership dimension), Equal opportunity (Workplace dimension) and First to market (Innovation dimension) were considered as of average importance, rural businesses should not exclude them when building and managing good corporate reputation.
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